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Artificial intelligence and policing in Australia

Dr Teagan Westendorf

Why use AI?

Digital technologies, devices and the internet are producing huge amounts of data and greater capacity to store it, 
and those developments are likely to accelerate. For law enforcement, a critical capability lagging behind the pace 
of tech innovation is the ability and capacity to screen, analyse and render insights from the ever-increasing volume 
of data—and to do so in accordance with the constraints on access to and use of personal information within our 
democratic system.

Artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning are presenting valuable solutions to the public and private sectors for 
screening big and live data. AI is also commonly considered and marketed as a solution that removes human bias,1 
although AI algorithms and dataset creation can also perpetuate human bias and so aren’t value or error free.
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For policing agencies, AI is considered as a force-multiplying solution not only because it can process more data that human brains 
can conceivably do within required time frames, but also because it can yield data insights to complement the efforts of human 
teams to solve complex analytical problems.

It’s broadly understood that human bias can compromise both police outcomes2 and the trust from communities that enables 
effective policing.3 This can make AI seem a ‘solution’, although, if it’s adopted without knowledge of its limitations and potential 
errors, it has the potential to create more and compounding problems for police. While researchers are fond of analysing ‘human 
bias’ in systems, the humanity of individuals also really matters for how they do their work and engage with their communities. It’s 
a strength of the community policing function, not something to be edited out by technology, no matter how powerful and large 
the datasets may be. This insight can help shape how policing works with AI and other new technologies, and how human analysts 
can prevent coded human bias running unchecked in AI systems.

The Australian Government is building the necessary policy and regulatory frameworks to pursue the goal of positioning Australia 
as a ‘global leader in AI’. Initiatives have included:4

• the recent launch of Australia’s AI Action Plan (2021)5 as part of the Digital Economy Strategy6

• the CSIRO Artificial Intelligence Roadmap (2019)7

• the Artificial Intelligence Ethics Framework, which includes eight principles designed to ‘ensure AI is safe, secure and reliable’8

• over $100 million in investment pledged to develop the expertise and capabilities of an Australian AI workforce and to establish 
private–public partnerships to develop AI solutions to national challenges.9

AI is being broadly conceptualised by the federal government and many private companies as an exciting technological solution 
to ‘strengthen the economy and improve the quality of life of all Australians’10 by inevitably ‘reshap[ing] virtually every industry, 
profession and life’.11 There’s some truth there, but how that reshaping occurs depends on choices, including, for policing, about 
how data and insights are used and how direct human judgements and relationships can be informed by those technologies, not 
discounted and disempowered.

AI development, deployment and monitoring methods and capabilities aren’t always sufficiently understood in either government 
agencies or client industries.12 Key documents all mention ethics and safety being important, especially in balancing commercial 
interests and incentives, but none of the government documents cited above mention how the current limitations on AI 
technology can compromise those principles of ethical, safe and explainable AI.

Human bias is a key example of this insufficient understanding. AI, which is often cited as a solution to remove intentional and 
unconscious biases, can in fact learn such biases and propagate them.13

Algorithms are trained on historical datasets and deployed into future ones, meaning that they ‘learn’ the human and other biases 
encoded in the historical datasets developed by human decisions and apply those rules to the data environments they’re deployed 
into. To make this more complicated, currently available AI products don’t have the functionality14 to render visible all the rules 
they learned on training datasets, or all the correlations they’re learning once deployed into live datasets. Even if tech experts were 
to argue that it’s the complexity of algorithms that prevents comprehensive explainability, and that this can be overcome with 
sufficient expertise by staff, the functional problem of being unable to explain AI correlations, insights and decisions persists even 
if complexity and expertise, not the pure functionality, are the barriers. This means the transparency of and ability to explain AI 
decisions (termed ‘explainability’ in computer science literature) necessary to comprehensively understand AI decisions are not 
yet available.

We’re not yet able to make AI functionality sufficiently transparent and comprehensible to have confidence in all its applications. 
When it comes to critical functions that interact with individuals’ lives and places in our community, such as policing, this is a deep 
design problem that must be confronted at the design and adoption stage.
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It’s problematic that high-level government policy documents15 often don’t demonstrate a sufficient understanding of the ethical 
and efficacy limitations of current algorithms in policing scenarios. High-level policy documents usually don’t dive down to 
particular implementation instances, because determining high-level, guiding policy objectives requires a degree of abstraction. 
But factors with the capacity to fundamentally compromise and derail those policy objectives should warrant acknowledgement 
to ensure that they’re factored into consequent policy development regarding implementation.

Government not having this understanding when crafting guiding and regulatory frameworks for AI use could have major 
implications for the rights of citizens, even when police officials do understand those limitations. Without a detailed understanding 
of the strengths and weaknesses of AI, governments’ capacity to develop policy and training guidance and regulatory frameworks 
for AI use in law enforcement and criminal justice that uphold democratic rights and the ethical AI standards16 that Australia 
mandates is challenged.17 High-level policy needs to guide the development of detailed implementation policy taking into account 
the fact that, as a result of AI limitations, human validation should be integrated with AI decisions and insights in applications in 
which human lives and rights are affected. It is not, by the principles of the AI Ethics Framework,18 safe or sufficient to use human 
validation belatedly after a default expectation of problem-free operation.

Various types and uses of AI are under consideration. NSW Police is already using AI to analyse CCTV data.19 Currently in trial, the 
Face Matching Service20 program controversially has access (by virtue of all Australian governments agreeing to participate in 
the program) to government databases21 of existing government-issued documents with photo ID to enable comprehensive ID 
verification that organised crime groups can’t fake.22 Qld Police is already trialling the use of an AI algorithm in an attempt to flag 
high-risk domestic violence (DV) offenders.23

There’s been no public messaging about how those trials directly incorporate the AI Ethics Framework24 on either the Qld Police 
or NSW Police websites, nor mention of it in media interviews about the trials. But there are some immediately obvious, though 
not comprehensive, efforts to uphold ethical principles. In the NSW trial, ‘privacy protection and security’ are aspired to by 
housing photo IDs in separate state and territory databases to which all states and territories have agreed to grant each other 
access via a central hub, rather than housing all the data in one database, which poses greater cybersecurity risks to all the data 
housed there.25 For the Queensland trial, there’s evidence of efforts to include the ethical principles of accountability (police are 
accountable and maintain human oversight of AI decisions); reliability (operating in accordance with the intended purpose of 
risk assessment); fairness (only known, repeat offenders are assessed by the AI); and human and social wellbeing (via the effort 
to reduce DV by habitual offenders).26 This is explored in greater detail in the next section because the Qld Police trial provides 
a valuable example of how the problems associated with using AI, given its potential to perpetuate bias in application, can be 
mitigated to a significant extent.

Because suggested law enforcement solutions extend from AI data-processing/matching to decision-making (for example, in the 
US, deciding whether a person is either too high a risk or eligible for parole; in the Qld Police example, deciding whether a person 
is sufficiently high risk to warrant pre-emptive police intervention in the home), developing the policy and regulatory frameworks 
necessary to guide the ethical, effective and democratically legitimate use of AI algorithms by the public sector in Australia is not 
only imperative but critically urgent.

Police say that data-driven approaches such as AI aren’t being proposed as a ‘silver bullet’ solution,27 but the policy and 
regulatory frameworks suggest a contrary view on the part of the federal government. Federal policy documents frame AI as a 
comprehensively positive ‘revolution’, which encourages ‘silver bullet’ uses:

• ‘We are already seeing so many benefits of AI in our everyday lives, from supercharging our economic recovery from the 
pandemic and unlocking new jobs, to protecting our environment, improving health outcomes and making our cities and 
homes smarter,’ said the AI Action Plan launch.28

• ‘AI could contribute more than $20 trillion to the global economy by 2030’ and ‘Australia’s AI Action Plan sets out the Australian 
Government’s path forward to ensure we responsibly leverage AI to further strengthen our economy and lift the quality of life 
for all Australians,’ said the minister’s foreword to the AI Action Plan.29
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• ‘The report identifies strategies to help develop a national AI capability to boost the productivity of Australian industry, create 
jobs and economic growth, and improve the quality of life for current and future generations’, says the CSIRO and federal 
Department of Industry’s AI Roadmap.30

The lack of legally enforceable safeguards on AI’s use by industry and the public sector invites ‘silver bullet’ uses without adequate 
consideration of negative side-effects.

Now that the enabling policy and regulatory frameworks are established, it’s time to assess the ethical implications, the 
democratic legitimacy and indeed even the operational efficacy of using AI in the public and private sectors and to inform its 
development, applications, regulation and use accordingly. Policing sits at the pointy end of this need, given the particularly 
negative impact that incorrect or biased decision-making about law enforcement can have on prospective perpetrators and 
victims’ lives and safety—and, given the deep community connections and knowledge that policing done well can provide, to 
inform and shape the use of AI.

What do computer scientists know that policymakers don’t (and should)?

It’s critical that policymakers understand the functional limitations of AI.

Currently available AI algorithms are usually developed by computer scientists in private companies and then trained on historical 
datasets selected by the app and algorithm developers, before being sold as patented, proprietary products to be deployed into 
live datasets.31

There’s rarely an incentive to develop AI in house within public-sector agencies, such as police forces. There are significant costs 
associated with hiring computer scientists, data scientists, data analysts and app developers to deliver this capability. This is a 
particular disincentive, given this capability might be seen as a temporary requirement that’s then replaced by simply having 
the developed AI application available to use as a data tool rather than requiring AI development and training capabilities on an 
ongoing basis. Most AIs are currently developed and sold as products to be used as tools. Most AIs are currently developed and 
sold as products to be used as tools.

A common example is the broad adoption of AI screening of job applications by HR professionals to whittle down the number 
of applicants to a strong but manageable pool. Even within this type of application, there’s huge variation in how and what 
AI data-processing and or decision-making could be (and in some cases is) used for internationally.32 Examples include risk 
assessment of recidivism used to inform parole decisions, or to prompt pre-emptive deterrent police visits to offenders’ homes; 
public safety video and image analysis, using facial recognition to identify people of interest or to decipher low-quality images 
using systematically degraded images that AIs scan against; and forensic DNA testing.33 I’ll refer to this type of AI simply as 
‘algorithm/s’ or ‘AI’ from here on.

In a nutshell, algorithms are an attractive solution because they promise to:

• enable high volumes of data processing at speed

• enable high volumes of data processing at speed, while identifying patterns human judgement is not capable of

• supercharge knowledge management while (supposedly) removing human bias from that process

• operate with ethical principles coded into their decision-making.

For example, where a human panel interviewing job applicants might consciously or unconsciously discriminate against an 
applicant with cheaper clothes or a particular ethnicity or gender, AI is proposed as a tool to remove that bias and process 
exponentially more data in a fraction of the time.
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Holding AI to this standard, which is now recognised (though not legally enforceable) in federal policy by the Australian AI Ethics 
Framework,34 requires the ability and functionality to comprehensively know and understand how algorithms make decisions and 
also how ethical decision frameworks are coded into an algorithm and its development and training on historical and live datasets.

In terms of AI programs that use machine learning, it is currently extremely difficult to make sophisticated, statistical inferences 
(such as the Qld Police risk-assessment tool) because it’s difficult to comprehensively see and control all the correlations that the 
AI is learning and using once it’s deployed into live data.

For ‘deep learning’35 types of AI, the difficulty ranges from ‘extremely difficult’ to, as yet, completely impossible, given the ‘black 
box’ nature of decisions made by artificial neural networks learning from large bodies of data.

The current limitations in this area are the key problem in figuring out how to safely and ethically use and regulate AI, by 
policing agencies in particular and by governments and industry in general. If we can’t be certain of what correlations an AI is 
independently developing to inform data screening and decision-making, we can’t be certain that either comply with safe and 
ethical principles.

The ‘explainability’ of AI is the academic term for being able to comprehensively know, understand and explain algorithmic 
decision-making. How did the algorithm make a decision? This has traditionally been a significant issue in the Australian justice 
system, especially with respect to the admissibility of evidence. To not have this transparent and comprehensible knowledge of AI 
leaves decision-makers relying on such tools saying simply ‘Well, the “black box” machine told me so.’

The ‘transparency’ of AI is the academic term for knowing, and having access to information about, the processes by which the 
algorithm was developed and trained (by computer scientists), then deployed and monitored on an ongoing basis (by the client, in 
this case policing agencies), and how the algorithm develops further when using live data.

For the purpose of this paper, I’ll refer to these two concepts from here on in combination as ‘transparency’.

There should be transparency and responsible disclosure so people can understand when they’re being significantly affected 
by AI and can find out when an AI system is engaging with them.36 The AI Ethics Framework articulates this principle, although it 
specifies the principle as ‘aspirational’ and to be implemented by existing regulation.37

That’s problematic because Australia doesn’t yet have laws that specifically address AI to ensure this (for example, the Privacy 
Act 1988 controls access to and use of citizens’ data, but doesn’t limit non-human decision-making that uses that data), although 
the legal and academic sectors are actively enquiring in this space.38 The need is clearly understood by the federal government 
because both explainability and transparency are recognised as fundamental to ethical AI use by government and industry in 
the AI Ethics Framework.39 However, given the certain security pressures for government and market pressures for industry, the 
voluntary nature of the framework doesn’t reflect this fundamental requirement or ensure implementation.

Algorithms are trained on historical datasets; that is, existing, finite datasets selected as subsets of data from wider possible 
datasets. The process of data selection is one of choice and introduces assumptions and biases, which are also embedded within 
the data and the way that it’s processed. This is where AIs learn correlations that inform decision-making.

They bring those established correlations into the new, live datasets that they’re deployed into by a client. This means their 
future decision-making is informed by correlations learned on the training datasets, which might or might not be appropriately 
compatible with the live data they’re deployed into, plus the new correlations they’re learning in the live data and by applying the 
training correlations to the live data.40 Police discretion and the subjective assessment and behaviour of individual police officers 
have the capacity to mitigate obviously incorrect AI insights or decisions. Relying on individual end users to spot and correct 
obvious errors seems a risky endeavour, particularly where the end users don’t have a deep understanding of the AI’s development 
and operation and are seeking time-sensitive, high-volume uses of the tool.
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Two in-principle design issues are whether the AI tool is to become a de facto primary decision-maker and whether such tools are 
designed from the ground up to complement and work with the capabilities and knowledge of empowered human users—like 
police officers and investigatory teams.

AI experts note that comprehensively understanding human bias is very difficult, too.41 Human bias can be complex and 
unconscious: it can be hard enough to transparently and comprehensively articulate human decision-making processes, making 
it challenging to identify and code for blindness to all the human biases that might be relevant to a task then assigned to an 
algorithm. This point could be critiqued as a case of ‘whatabout-ism’. However, a criticism of human reasoning doesn’t remove 
the need to articulate an AI tool’s operational and ethical framework. An interesting analogy here concerns the flight control 
software on Boeing’s 737-Max jet, which caused air safety problems, including crashes. Those system errors weren’t excused by the 
argument that human pilots make errors, too, and the software was unfortunately so complicated as to be impenetrable.

The ‘functionality’ of a product refers to the functions available to the client to render visible the algorithm’s decision-making 
on a continuing basis, because it’s operating and therefore learning new correlations over time. This means the algorithm 
and its operation must remain transparent and comprehensible to the users after they have bought it and are using it. What, 
comprehensively, is the algorithm basing decisions on, and how is its decision-making changing through time with the ingestion of 
new data and feedback loops? Without a comprehensive view of this, it’s not possible to monitor the algorithm in use and ensure 
that it’s not learning correlations that the client doesn’t want to be factored into decisions, for either ethical or efficacy reasons. 
Some recent unintentional bias examples are a Facebook AI content recommendation system that identified black men in media 
content as ‘primates’;42 a sexist AI recruitment applicant-screening tool developed by Amazon Web Services;43 and a Microsoft AI 
chatbot that took less than a day loose on Twitter to become a racist, sexist, conspiracy theorist.44

For example, a job applicant short-listing algorithm could be coded to avoid the types of human bias that are expected, such as 
screening out non-Caucasian names, women or public school graduates. However, the algorithm has to be trained on historical 
datasets, and historically those factors have caused discrimination in human screening of applicants, so training an AI on past 
‘successful’ short-listing data may simply bake in previous selection bias.

There’s also the challenge of assumptions about data, such as that particular names indicate ethnicities or genders. So, while 
avoiding bias to those factors can be coded in, the algorithm has many other data points that can still result in the same bias: 
where it knows to ignore the type of school, it might learn from historical data that more successful hires have had addresses in 
certain suburbs, where private schools happen to be, because socio-economically privileged graduates have a range of factors 
giving them a greater chance at securing lucrative, secure work. The result could be learning to correlate living in a suburb with a 
higher median house price to a higher rate of good job performance, and screening out applicants from cheaper suburbs; that is, 
public school graduates or applicants from lower socio-economic groups.

For police, it could be argued that the inability to comprehensively know all the variables and correlations factored into an AI 
insight or decision is balanced out by the ability of the AI to factor vastly more data points into its calculations than an individual 
or team of human analysts or police officers could. That is to say, the margin of error possible due to limited AI functionality is 
cancelled out by the margin of error possible due to the limited data-processing capacity of human brains. But this is a question for 
assessing appropriate implementation, and similarly requires an accurate understanding of the limitations of both AI and human 
analyses. It also risks discounting the value and agency of individual and collective human knowledge in organisations such as 
police forces, instead of using that strength as a starting point for AI tools’ development for law enforcement.

The functionality to render comprehensively visible and explainable the algorithm’s decision-making is either, at best, extremely 
difficult to achieve (statistical inference algorithms), or not currently available (deep learning) for AI products that policing agencies 
can access now or might obtain access to in future applications. And yet, police officers providing evidence to courts will have an 
obligation to provide just those types of explanations (in the Qld Police example, what if a wrongly identified potential offender 
were antagonised by a pre-emptive police visit, such that the police interaction contributed to a DV incident in which either a 
family member or the offender were injured or killed?).
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This accountability gap arises because:

• for statistical-inference AI algorithms, it’s extremely difficult to provide transparent, comprehensible knowledge of decisions/
insights, and potentially practically impossible, given the insufficient expertise of staff in the application and monitoring of AI

• for deep-learning AI, the technology can’t yet provide transparent, comprehensible knowledge of the ‘black box’ of an AI tool’s 
decision-making45

• for proprietary products, it’s not in the business interests of vendors to provide comprehensive transparency (insofar as that’s 
currently possible) of commercial algorithms, as that would compromise the proprietary value of the product.46

As a result, the promise of removing human bias, which relies on knowing what AI decisions are based on, is not yet achievable. For 
example, algorithms already broadly deployed in HR recruitment scenarios demonstrate how ‘inscrutable [their] logic’ remains.47 
Arguably, it’s logically impossible, as AI tools are developed by humans and trained on datasets filled and collected by humans 
and systems designed by humans. There’s another issue beyond human bias, which is AI’s own biases, developed through the 
operation of the algorithms. Critically, an acknowledgement of those limitations and possible remedies is not evident in the public 
messaging from police agencies, nor in the federal government’s AI Action Plan or accompanying documents and press releases.48

This is problematic in an HR scenario, both in terms of fairness (not unintentionally discriminating against particular groups of 
people by screening them out) and the company hiring the best and most diverse staff.49 When used by law enforcement, there 
are more serious implications for police to consider: they must act legally, maintain the trust necessary between community and 
police for effective policing, and support criminal justice proceedings to the high standard of proof beyond reasonable doubt when 
relying on opaque tools such as AI.

The use of AI products by US courts50 to assess the risk of reoffence by prisoners eligible for parole is a clear example of the 
technological and commercial limitations on algorithms’ explainability and transparency. One example is the Correctional 
Offender Management Profiling for Alternative Sanctions (COMPAS) system.51 The US criminal justice system turned to AI in the 
hope that it would remove or reduce the problem of a high incidence of racial bias in courts. Instead, the algorithms used, learned 
and applied the same type of bias, to the extent of wrongly flagging black defendants at nearly twice the rate of the white cohort.52

The training datasets necessary to train the algorithms (arrest records, postcodes, social affiliations, income) are the records of a 
system that has applied racial bias at a systemic level, making it impossible to insulate algorithms in development from learning 
those correlations.

When the results of this ‘experiment’ were reported, the software company Northpointe, which sold the products to the state, 
disputed the findings but refused to provide information on the algorithms’ development or decision-making processes, citing 
commercial sensitivity.53

For both these factors, the AI as an intelligence and then as a proprietary product did nothing but comply predictably with the 
systems and logics it was deployed into.

This shows how algorithms learn and can even amplify human bias in policing and security scenarios, rather than remove it 
(as is generally hoped). The Australian criminal justice system has similarly problematic historical datasets showing higher 
rates of incarceration and recidivism by particular cohorts. This strongly suggests that using AI to decide which subjects are 
at greater risk of reoffence, as in the Qld Police trial use of AI, may result in a similarly discriminatory and frequently incorrect 
flagging of ‘high-risk’ subjects.54 The fact that human bias is coded into AI doesn’t negate the evidence-based scholarship of 
intelligence-informed policing, which suggests that incarcerating the usually small cohort of recidivist offenders in a community 
will significantly reduce the number of criminal incidents in that community.55 Rather, the human bias of AI needs to be understood 
and guarded against, both by pre-emptively coding in safeguards at the design stage against predicted biases and by ensuring that 
human analysts inform AI use and are supported by it in their own analysis, not relegated to being ‘error checkers’ after an AI tool 
has made decisions and recommendations.

If you train an intelligence using a history characterised by certain correlations, be they equitable or biased, those correlations will 
be coded into the intelligence to some extent, regardless of the blindness you know to code in, too.56
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What does this mean for police?

Given the impact of police decision-making on citizens’ democratically protected liberties, mitigating the effects of the limitations 
in the transparency and comprehensibility of AI on justice outcomes is critical to its safe and ethical use by police. To be clear: the 
transparency in question here is not that transparency that covert policing gives police a right and reason to avoid. Rather, it is, 
specifically, the transparency of the AI algorithm to the police themselves; that is, police knowledge of—and involvement in—the 
processes by which the algorithm is developed and trained (by computer scientists), and then deployed, monitored and engaged 
with on an ongoing basis (by the client, in this case policing agencies). Without that transparency between computer scientists, 
data scientists and app developers and police (not between the police and the community, in this case), it would be difficult 
for police to then add the human lens of receiving an AI insight or decision after the fact and having the choice of validating and 
actioning it, or not (as per the Qld Police example discussed in this section).

Think of the parole-deciding COMPAS AI in the US incorrectly flagging defendants as at high risk of violent recidivism a whopping 
80% of the time, and incorrectly flagging black defendants at almost twice the rate of white defendants.57 If the rate of incorrect 
decisions were very low, it could be argued that the benefit of greater AI-enabled data insights to predict recidivism trends could 
generate community safety benefits that outweigh the harms to individual subjects incorrectly flagged by the AI. This is a different 
but compelling question for law enforcement and governments to consider: what rate of false positives is acceptable in the use of 
AI to achieve net benefits?

This means the limitations on transparent and comprehensible use of AI decision-making need to be sufficiently mitigated 
in policing scenarios, such that they don’t compromise the right of Australians to privacy and equitable treatment by law 
enforcement, and such that AI tools’ use in criminal proceedings is done in such a way that the tools are made comprehensible to 
the court—prosecutors, defence lawyers, defendants, judges and juries. Specifically, AIs shouldn’t be engaged with by police based 
on discriminatory decision-making, even if that discrimination is unintentional and even unknowingly done by police actioning AI 
decisions they don’t fully understand.

In AI use scenarios in which it isn’t possible to mitigate the negative effects of the limitations or to provide a transparent and 
comprehensible explanation of the AI tool’s operation and ethical framework, AI should simply not be used, no matter how 
valuable the policing outcomes are predicted to be. A strong example of this is the one-to-many facial-recognition system used by 
the Chinese Government.58

The Qld Police example of AI decision-making presents as a success story in terms of navigating those limitations.

The proposed use of AI by Qld Police (one of many under consideration or in use globally59) is to predict and prevent crime, in this 
case DV incidents.60 It would do so by screening data from police records61 (that is, data of people who have already come into 
contact with police) to identify ‘high-risk domestic violence offenders’. Police would then, routinely, pre-emptively ‘knock on 
doors’ of those people’s homes to deter escalation to violence and, theoretically, deter habitual reoffence by known perpetrators.62 
The issue of potential false positives is a key consideration here, given that a false positive in an HR recruitment scenario that 
incorrectly screens out an applicant is unfair, but that a false positive that sends police to pre-emptively knock on a family’s door 
in order to deter DV is unethical and possibly increases any risks present in that home. While the latter circumstance has higher 
stakes for ethics and community safety, it could potentially be mitigated by limiting subjects being screened to those with a 
demonstrated history of DV.

What does success look like in this policing strategy? ‘The aim [of this AI program by Qld Police] is to arrest no one and have [the 
known offender] desist in their [domestic and family violence] conduct.’63 That’s a sensible goal, but a ‘false positive’ arrest isn’t the 
only adverse consequence to be considered. Pre-emptive policing almost by definition assumes an error rate in predicting future 
crime, and the act of pre-emption is itself an exercise of law enforcement power over individual citizens that has consequences and 
implications for how our society works.
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What did Qld Police do differently to mitigate the problems of AI bias? Instead of buying a proprietary AI product, the service hired 
computer scientists to develop the AI in house, using only Qld Police data to train it. This sounds like a simple move, but the effects 
are significant in terms of reducing the unknowability of this AI’s decisions.

I’ll briefly cover how this project works for Qld Police.

Qld Police says that it’s found repeat offenders to be more able to recognise police intervention outside a ‘point of crisis’ as a 
‘turning point opportunity’ to deviate from a life trajectory of repeated DV offence.64 It cites a 56% reduction in DV incidents by one 
cohort of ‘high risk high harm’ offenders (with a possible victim cohort of 1,156 people). They were classified as such by first having 
three or more domestic violence orders (DVOs) against them, rendering them eligible for AI screening, which categorised them as 
the highest category of risk.

This strategy is complicated by there being very plausible negative impacts of doorknocking for deterrence. Two significant 
examples are the possibility of further exacerbating conflict within families experiencing repeated DV and the risk of wrong 
assumptions being made by communities and neighbours because of ‘false positive’ early interventions. These possible negative 
impacts would have to be mitigated for this strategy to be ethical (as per the federal government’s AI Ethics Framework65) and 
effective. But the Qld Police stats are compelling evidence that the AI program can reduce offending by high-risk, high-harm 
perpetrators. This has potential to significantly reduce DV-related deaths, given that 30% of DV homicides in Queensland are 
perpetrated by offenders already known to police for DV incidents66 and that known offenders are significantly overrepresented in 
DV-related suicides.67

It’s an opportunity to prevent individual DV incidents and also to disrupt recidivist behaviour; that is, to address the systemic 
problem of domestic, family and gendered violence.68

How does this ‘sufficiently’ mitigate the negative effects of current tech limitations?

First, the transparency of the AI is significantly increased by Qld Police owning and developing it in house:

• The barrier of commercial interests preventing a company from sharing the details of how the product was developed and the 
datasets it was trained on is removed, as was the issue in the example of AI used to make parole decisions by some US courts.69 
Instead, data scientists were employed by Qld Police to work closely with police officers at all stages of the AI development, 
training and deployment.70

• Owning the whole supply chain gives Qld Police as comprehensive as possible (given the tech limitations discussed above) 
understanding and oversight of the processes by which the AI is developed, trained and then deployed and monitored by the 
service’s in-house data scientists. This includes understanding what possible human bias has been coded into the AI, what 
mitigation strategies have been used, what AI biases might develop through its operation on live datasets and what should be 
guarded against via monitoring once the AI is deployed into live datasets. Qld Police ownership also seems to have provided 
an opportunity for authentic policing knowledge and judgement to be fed in at the design stage, rather than just as a retrofit 
after the proprietary development of a product. Critically, it also means Qld Police was able to choose what datasets the AI was 
trained on, which held, exclusively, historical Qld Police data. This means that, despite it not being possible to avoid coding 
human bias into an AI, Qld Police could be certain that the bias being coded in was that of its own historical data, and therefore 
known and understood. This means Qld Police data scientists can use the same training datasets as a historical resource from 
which to glean information on the historical human bias of the police force and try to code safeguards against it into the AI.

Second, comprehensive knowledge of the AI’s decisions is similarly increased by Qld Police owning and developing it in house, 
because the data scientists using and monitoring it and the police officers employing it in their wider work have all the same 
information about it as those who developed and trained it. That said, it remains impossible to comprehensively know how 
AIs make decisions once deployed into live datasets, as they develop more and more correlations that aren’t rendered visible 
to monitors.
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Third, eligibility for assessment by the AI requires subjects to be already evidenced as high risk and high harm by their previous 
interactions with police in DV incidents. This means that the problem for which the AI is proposed as a solution is helping police 
know which of all the homes experiencing repeated family violence incidents they should doorknock to deter high-harm violence, 
given that police don’t have the resources to doorknock all homes that have a demonstrated record of repeated DV incidents.

To be clear, the aims are:

• to target already known repeat offenders by preventing them perpetrating high-harm violence and also by, it’s hoped, 
deterring them from continuing their habitual reoffending

• to achieve that by ensuring that the limited resources of police are directed at the homes with the highest risk of the highest 
harm DV.

The program isn’t focused on identifying at-risk victims, despite the overall goal being to prevent or reduce the rate and severity of 
violence endured by victims of habitual offenders.

So the potential ‘harm’ of overpolicing subjects is arguably reduced by the fact that police are already repeatedly interacting with 
them due to their repeated perpetration. This is neither a risk assessment of a general cross-section of a community, nor even of a 
cohort with single records of violence.

This eligibility factor is a key safeguard for the remaining limitations on transparency and explainability, because it means that, if 
someone is ‘incorrectly’ flagged for a doorknock, they’re still a known repeat perpetrator. If we accept the ethical and practical 
legitimacy (in terms of the likelihood of achieving outcomes of harm reduction) of police pre-emptively doorknocking known 
offenders, then it can’t be argued that incorrectly doorknocking someone in a slightly lower category of harm and risk counts as 
overpolicing or violating their right to privacy and equality.

That said, this is also a compelling example of how using AI as a solution can obfuscate both root causes of a problem and non-tech 
solutions to the problem, both of which can remain unaddressed. For example, are there opportunities to better support victims of 
repeat offenders in the family court system?

What does this mean for Australian governments?

In isolation, the Qld Police case would suggest that voluntary guidelines as per the AI Ethics Framework71 are sufficient guidance 
for government and industry, but it’s far from the only type or purpose of AI decision-making proposed for or in use by police or 
government agencies more broadly. It doesn’t demonstrate that the policy and regulatory frameworks are effective, only that this 
particular instance seems to have been done with considerable forethought and planning.

In the absence of Australian laws addressing the use of emerging technologies such as AI, such as the European Union’s General 
Data Protection Regulation (2018),72 there’s also no evidence to prove that Qld Police took these safety measures because the 
force was required to. What’s evident in Qld Police interviews on the topic and the extent to which Qld Police pursued mitigation 
strategies for the negative effects of technological limitations is that the force was motivated by the innovation and dedication of 
its own staff, who had spent significant time and resources studying AI technology and ethics deeply.73

Rights that Australian domestic law considers to be inalienable are what’s at stake in these principles being fiercely upheld when 
used by policing and security agencies.

The hope that all government bodies can, do or will go to the same lengths as Qld Police is, at best, naive, given the increasing 
solutions and opportunities AI is forecast to present to both the public and the private sectors.

Despite the success of this trial (evidenced by Qld Police citing a 56% reduction in DV incidents by one cohort of ‘high risk high 
harm’ offenders screened by its AI), hope is an insufficient strategy for reasonably safeguarding the rights at stake because of how 
significant those rights are and how much pressure there will be to prioritise the efficiency, efficacy and profits of AI use.
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Australian Government policy and regulatory frameworks need to guide agencies and industry towards safe and ethical use of AI in 
ways that realistically account for the security and market pressures to use AI whenever possible.

AI will always promise benefits in efficiency and efficacy. The challenge for government is to build policy and regulatory 
frameworks that:

• account for technological limitations that have negative ethical implications, and legally require the mitigation of the latter for 
the public and private sectors such that unethical uses are ruled out despite efficiency gains

• use AI where it’s appropriate and where there’s an evidenced, net benefit; that is, in any given scenario, begin with the question 
‘Why use AI?’ rather than adopting a baseline assumption that AI presents the right solution to all challenges

• consider when not to use AI, based on ethical, legal and net benefit considerations

• support and incentivise law enforcement and other security agencies to use AI in ways that maintain the democratic balance 
between civil liberty and security, just as the current electronic surveillance law reforms endeavour to do, in a legally 
binding way.74

AI could, as predicted by the CSIRO, ‘reshape virtually every industry, profession and life’75 and so has huge potential for both 
benefit and harm. To navigate the opportunities it presents towards a net benefit for our values, security and community safety, 
Australia needs policy to optimise the benefits, and regulations that genuinely safeguard against the possible harms.
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Acronyms and abbreviations
AI artificial intelligence
CCTV closed-circuit television
COMPAS Correctional Offender Management Profiling for Alternative Sanctions
CSIRO Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation
DV domestic violence
DVO domestic violence order
HR human resources
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